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TO allow quantitative analysis of phylogeographic tive distribution in space) and the existence of a spatial
data, Templeton et al. (1995) have developed a pattern sensu stricto (due to a spatial dependence of

statistical framework called the nested cladistic analysis haplotype frequencies in a population to those of the
(NCA) of geographical distance, which can be used to neighboring populations).
infer past and ongoing processes using the genealogical We consider that both sources of genetic structure
and geographical information available in population should be disentangled and tested successively. To test
genetic surveys. It is the only available technique that the spatial distribution of haplotypes, it is important to
incorporates the explicit testing of the geographic keep other aspects of the genetic structure constant,
spread of a haplotype relative to its center or to the such as the level of fixation within populations. A similar
center of other haplotypes or higher-order lineages. point, within another field, was recently made by Hous-
Recently, a user-friendly software has been developed worth et al. (2001). The inference keys used by Tem-
for NCA (Posada et al. 2000) and there is a growing pleton imply some knowledge of the (relative) spatial
literature that makes use of this approach using human, distribution of haplotypes, such as whether newly de-
animal, and plant data sets (e.g., Templeton 1998; Cru- rived haplotypes are more widely distributed or more
zan and Templeton 2000 and references therein). We restricted than those from which they derive by muta-
discuss briefly the rationale for the randomization strat- tion. For such purposes, which are primarily spatial in
egy used in NCA. This work was motivated by surprising scope, we suggest that the null hypothesis should be
results obtained when applying this method to our own different, such that a sample site approach is adopted,
data on forest trees. A data set of chloroplast (cp) DNA using a permutation of populations against geographic
variation in oaks is used for illustration purposes. locations. As a consequence, only the assumption of

Among the parameters used in NCA to quantify geo- independence of populations is being tested, and not
graphic structure, Dc(X) measures the geographic spread the assumption of independence of individuals within
of the individuals that bear haplotype X (mean distance populations. The existence of genetic differentiation
in kilometers between each individual bearing haplo- (FST) can be tested separately for each haplotype using
type X and the geographic center of the haplotype). one of several approaches proposed so far (e.g., Hudson
The permutation method proposed in the NCA to test et al. 1992; Pons and Petit 1995; Raymond and Rous-
if this parameter (among others) differs from expecta- set 1995). Actually, the algorithm implemented in NCA
tions on the basis of a null hypothesis makes use of the

has been used to test the null hypothesis of absence of
algorithm proposed by Roff and Bentzen (1989). This

differentiation between two or more populations (Roff
consists of a random permutation of haplotypes (indi-

and Bentzen 1992). The use of separate tests for geneticviduals in the case of haploid genetic data) or clades
fixation within population and spatial structure can helpacross the geographical space covered by the nesting
distinguish among different processes that occur at dif-clade category, keeping all marginal values constant (to-
ferent spatial scales. Processes responsible for genetictal number of each haplotype and population sample
fixation within a population include local dispersal, driftsizes). As a consequence, two factors can contribute
in small populations, or even clonal reproduction into the outcome of the test: the uneven frequency of
some organisms, whereas a broad-scale geographic pat-haplotypes across populations (regardless of their rela-
tern can be due to population expansion, including
through rare long-distance dispersal events, or isolation
by distance. Below, we show that the choice of the per-
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TABLE 1 from a glacial refugium located in the Iberian peninsula,
involving long-distance seed dispersal events (Dumolin-Comparison of the two methods of randomization for three
Lapègue et al. 1997; Petit et al. 1997), a scenario com-haplotypes belonging to the same cpDNA lineage in oaks
patible with the population permutation test.

We also carried out subsampling of varying numbersHaplotypes 10 11 12
of oak populations (5–50, taken at random among the

Dc (kilometers) 581 423 279 600 that were characterized by haplotypes 10–12) toP value (populations) 0.219 0.661 0.124
examine what type of results GEODIS would return.P value (individuals) 0.072 0.046 �0.001
This led to a range of heterogeneous results (Dc values

A total of 1000 permutations were used in each case. The alternatively significantly large, nonsignificant, or sig-
P values correspond to the probability that the observed Dc nificantly small, for a given haplotype) and to diametri-value is significantly smaller than the expected one.

cally opposite inferences, including past fragmentation,
restricted gene flow, or range expansion of some type.
With more (e.g., 200) populations, the results convergedA WORKING EXAMPLE
toward inferences of range expansion.

In European oaks, cpDNA variation has been the This suggests that the statistical tests implemented by
subject of intensive studies (e.g., Dumolin-Lapègue et GEODIS were insufficiently conservative, at least as far
al. 1997). Recently, cpDNA variation was studied in as spatial inferences are concerned. Templeton (1998)
�2600 populations across Europe by a consortium of has also identified a similar situation (involving long
16 laboratories (Petit et al. 2002). The sampling strat- distance colonization followed by a lack of genetic varia-
egy was to maximize the number of populations with tion) where the NCA method is not appropriate, among
fewer individuals per population (in general about four several others where the method seemed to perform
or five trees only), because fixation index is high in this well. The example of European oak may represent an-
species complex (GST � 0.83) and there is therefore other such example and so may not have much general-
little reward in increasing sample sizes per population ity per se in demonstrating the limits of the NCA method.
(Pons and Petit 1995). Such a large data set is especially The situation that is most likely to be problematic
well suited to test hypotheses on the past history of the occurs when the level of fixation is high, the number
species. of populations low, and the number of individuals per

To compare both permutation procedures, we used population high. In such a case, if a lineage consists of
a smaller data set of cpDNA variation where oaks had haplotypes distributed in only three populations, param-
been sampled in 29 forests throughout Europe, with eters (such as Dc) may be found to be significantly small,
higher sample sizes per population (10–30). Dc was mea- when using a random permutation of haplotypes. On
sured for the three cpDNA haplotypes belonging to the the other hand, random permutation of populations
westernmost lineage (two “tip” haplotypes: nos. 11 and would never detect a spatial structure in this example
12, and one “interior” haplotype, no. 10, from which (because each configuration has one chance out of six
they derive). The values of this statistic were then com- to appear). Clearly, with such a limited sampling of
pared with their expectations obtained using either per- populations, variation in haplotype frequencies across
mutation method (Table 1). The values of Dc for haplo- populations can be studied but the question of the rela-
types 11 and 12 were significantly small (P � 0.05 and tive distribution of haplotypes in space should not be
P � 0.001, respectively) when permutation of individu- addressed. For spatial inferences, our previous experi-
als was carried out. On the other hand, after permuta- ence points to the need for sufficient and homogeneous
tion of the populations, no test was significant (Table sampling of populations, even at the expense of sample
1). When using the inference key proposed in NCA, a sizes per population (Pons and Petit 1995). The neces-
different path is therefore followed at step 2, depending sity for a homogeneous sampling has also been under-
on the permutation method adopted. In particular, with lined by Cruzan and Templeton (2000).
significantly small Dc values for the tip haplotypes (i.e., The oak example shows that the choice of the permu-
a restricted distribution of these haplotypes compared tation method substantially affects the outcome of the
to the other haplotypes of the lineage), possible infer- tests. If inferences about spatial patterns are to apply
ences include restricted gene flow with isolation by dis- generally (i.e., to other unsampled populations), we ar-
tance or range fragmentation. Instead, if Dc values for gue that the populations should constitute the unit of
tip haplotypes are significantly large or not significant, permutation, not the haplotypes. Given that several of
hypotheses of range expansion are preferred. Results the studies that had used the NCA method included
from the more comprehensive genetic survey indicated few populations (�20), we consider that the conclusions
that haplotypes 11 and 12 had a large distribution, com- reached (i.e., the processes inferred) may need reap-
parable to that of haplotype 10, although their distribu- praisal. Also, alternative methods are needed that will
tion was patchy at the local scale. These data and pollen not lead investigators to underestimate the number of

populations for inferring spatial processes.evidence both suggest that a major expansion occurred
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